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InQuizzed is back again this year after its very successful first 

edition to bamboozle and stupefy those who attempt to go head-to-head 

with questions sourced from all over the worlds of general knowledge 

and logical reasoning! Do you think you have what it takes to win this 

coveted quiz? Do you think you possess superior mental abilities to win 

this challenge? If so, come to Amalthea 2013 to battle it out!  

This year, there will refreshing changes to the quiz such as 

additional audio-video rounds, partial clues rounds and the audience can 

expect to be quizzed too! And win exciting prizes!  A must-see event, 

with an assured neck to neck finish.  

AMALTHEA 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY GANDHINAGAR 
Vishwakarma Government Engineering College Campus, 
Chandkheda, Ahmedabad, Gujarat – 382 424 

E-mail     : amalthea@iitgn.ac.in 
Website : amalthea.iitgn.ac.in 
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General Rules:  

 Teams of two are allowed. 

 Anyone can participate, there is no age restriction. 

 The teams will be given an answer sheet for writing their answers. 

Any other printed or written papers and electronic gadgets are not 

allowed at the time of quiz. 

 In case of any controversy, the decision made by the Quiz master 

will be final. 

 Quiz will consist of two parts. Firstly qualifying round, in which 

only ‘4’ teams will be shortlisted for the ‘Stage Round’.  

 

Format of Quiz: 

 All teams are needed to participate in the first round i.e; Qualifying 

Round.  

 This round consists of 30 questions (25 normal questions+ 5 

starred questions) comprising of current affairs, general knowledge 

and some logical questions which mainly deal with the common 

sense. 

 After the qualifying round, 4 teams will be short-listed to second 

round of the quiz. 

 In case of a tie? 

If two teams got the same score in qualifying round, then the team 

with the highest number of correct ‘STARRED’ questions will be 

given first priority. 

 The Qualified teams should now pass through some fascinating 

rounds and the winner at the end of last round will be declared as 

the winner of the quiz. 
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Rounds: 

Qualifying Round: 

 All the registered teams should pass through this round. 

 This round is in written format. 

 30 questions(25 + 5[starred] ) 

 Only 4 teams are qualified for next round. 

 In case of a tie, the team with the highest number of correct 

‘STARRED’ questions will be given first priority. 

 

Clock and Anti-clock (bonus): 

 In this round, a total of 8 questions will be asked. Each team 

getting a chance of two questions(1clockwise and 1anticlockwise) 

 The first 4 questions will be passed clockwise, the next 4 questions 

will be passed anticlockwise. 

 Negative marking will be there for wrong answers. 

 At the last of this round, one team can enjoy the feast of bonus 

points which will be the revealed at the time of event. 

 

Category Round: 

Teams will be given choice to choose a category out of six categories. 

First chance to choose a category will be given to team with highest 

points. The other teams will choose their categories in order of their 

scores. Once a category is chosen, it will not be available to others. Each 

team will be asked four questions from the selected category. If a team 

cannot answer a question then it will be passed to audience. 
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Crossword Round: 

There will be total of sixteen questions whose answers form a cross 

word chart. Each team will be given chance to choose the row or column 

in crossword. That row or column should be filled with correct answer. 

Teams will be asked questions one after another. If a team cannot 

answers a question then it will be passed to audience.  

RapidFire:  

 Each team will be posed a set of 8 questions rapidly and teams 

should complete the set successfully within 40 seconds. 

 After this round the top teams will pass through a Surprise round. 

Honeycomb round: (Surprise Round) 

It is the final round. Only two teams will compete with each other. Both 

teams will be on opposite sides of honeycomb structure. Each hexagon 

consists of a letter. The question related to that hexagon will have its 

answer starting from that letter. Teams are supposed to make a path from 

one side to other by concurring hexagons. A hexagon will belong to a 

team if they answer correctly.  

Prizes:  

 All qualified teams will get a participation certificate with cash 

prizes. 

 There are interesting gifts for audience too. 

Note: 

The rounds mentioned above are just for idea purpose. There will be 

some surprise rounds which will be declared at the time of event. 
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Contact Us: 

Sri Raghu M - +91-9727692018 

Palak Sadani - +91-8758733241 

Ashray Adappa - +91-9925905935 

 


